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OVERVIEW
Three Pillar Approach

OUR IMPACT

The Youth pillar of PGA REACH Nebraska will ensure
no child is forgotten and left to pursue golf on their 
own. Each program is overseen by PGA Professionals 
who will serve as positive role models and provide a 
fun and safe learning environment.

Inclusion is a core value of PGA REACH Nebraska and
we are committed to making sure that people of all 
backgrounds have access to and feel authentically 
welcome in the game and business of golf.

PGA HOPE (Helping Our Patriots Everywhere) is the 
flagship military program of PGA REACH Nebraska. 
PGA HOPE introduces golf to Veterans to enhance 
their physical, mental, social and emotional well-being.

1 Foundation
Serving multiple communities 

21,000+ People Served
Including youth, Veterans, and
PGA Professionals

$309,430 Raised 
Creating additional
opportunities for programs



GOLF-N-SCHOOLS
The Golf-N-Schools program uses the Starting New At Golf 
(SNAG) curriculum to teach elementary and middle school 

students golf during their physical education class. Instruction
is provided by the student’s regular Physical Education Teacher

and PGA Professionals.

15 Districts, 108 Schools 20,000+ Students
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      PGA HOPE Omaha
    Eagle Hills Golf Course

      PGA HOPE Lincoln
                                      Holmes Park Golf Course 

PGA HOPE Nebraska

2020
2 Programs

23 Graduates

PGA HOPE (Helping Our Patriots Everywhere) is the flagship military program of 
PGA REACH Nebraska. PGA HOPE introduces golf to Veterans to enhance their
physical, mental, social and emotional well-being. The program introduces the 

game of golf through a developmental 6-8 week curriculum, taught by PGA 
Professionals trained in adaptive golf and military cultural competency. All 
programs are funded by PGA REACH and supplemented by PGA Section 

Foundations, so the cost of pFoundations, so the cost of programming is free to all Veterans.
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2020 PGA HOPE Nebraska Cup
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Testimonials - PGA HOPE Graduates



Omaha Golf Outreach
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Clubs FORE Youth
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Pinnacle Bank 
Championship Internship

Warrior Girls Golf & 
Community OutreachAces for Ager

Hidden Valley GC
14+ Team Golf

Three fun days were hosted where 
various organizations could come to receive
free instruction from PGA Professionals as 
well as have some fun learning the game 
through hitting at inflatables, mini golf, 
playing near-golf games and a round of 

golf or footgolf.golf or footgolf.

Westside High School Girls Golf hosted
a free camp for all girls that were

interested in getting into the game of golf.
The camp welcomed 66 junior golfers
in its second year and their mission of

growing the game was a success!

We partnered with the Pinnacle Bank
Championship to provide an internship

opportunity throughout the course of the
Korn Ferry Tour event! The intern gained 

skills and experience that they will need to 
pursue a career in the golf industry.   

With our support, Hidden Valley
Golf Club provided TEAM Golf
for young athletes 14 years old

and above this summer. The athletes
also received PGA Instruction.

2020 Grant Recipients - $3,672 Awarded



PGA REACH Nebraska Pro-Am

95
Players

$51,000
Raised

PGA REACH Nebraska held its annual Pro-Am at Champions Run in August and
the event was presented by The Patterson Family Foundation, Adidas, Pinnacle
Bank Championship and supported by over 20 local and national sponsors. In

addition to the event, our 2020 Foundation Pro-Am held an online silent auction
 which featured golf packages, sports memoribilia and more! We want to thank
 everyone that made it possible including the 19 Nebraska PGA Professionals

and their teams of Amateurs for playing in an event for a gand their teams of Amateurs for playing in an event for a great cause! 
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Find us on YouTube 
@PGAREACHNebraska 

 

Find us on Pixieset at 
@PGAREACHNebraska 
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